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AN OVERVIEW OF THE IMPACTS
OF WATER LEVEL DYNAMICS ("BOUNCE") ON WETLANDS
Prepared by,
Steven /. Apfelbaum, Applied Ecological SeNices, Inc
Larry Lewis, Morris Wetland Management District
INTRODUCTION
This document has been prepared for the use by the Red River Basin Flood Damage
Reduction Working Group. An overview of the technical literature, and experience of the
authors has been summarized here.
The purpose of this paper is to :
1.
2.
3.
4.

ldem:fy the ecological impac:s on wetlands used for flood storage.
Assist the working group in making decisions on the utility of various flood reduction
strategies including use of created and restored prior converted (drained) historic
wetlands.
Provide a basis for design of flood reduction wetlands (if wetlands are feasible) that can
provide multiple benefits to wildlife, water quality, watershed hydraulic stabilization, and
human use including recreation.
Provide a bibliography of key technical papers.

DESCRIPTION OF WATER LEVEL DYNAMICS IN NATURAL AREA QUALITY WETLANDS
Wetlands in stable largely unaltered landscapes vegetated with native plant
communii:es (on uplands and lowiands) during an average year have very predictable water
level dynamics. They have a seasonal high water level foilowed by a gradual and predictable
lowering. !n several wetland types. such as wet prairies, and sedge meadows, water levels
tenC �can early tc :-niC-surnmer dry dcwn to saiurated ccndttlans, often with little tc r,o
measurable inuncat!on. Often a c:ry surface exists with shallow ground water present within 12·
18 inches cf the soil surface. In emergent wetland types, inundation may persist. but in many
wetlancs of this type, dry down to saturated conditions a1so occurs. Some deep-water wetlands
may fluctuate be!'.veen a type supporting submerged rooted and Acating aquatic plams and this
emergent type. These deeper water systems also occasionally dry tc a saturated c:::nditlon.
cut, in general, only during prolonged regional drought conditions.
In general, water levels in these largely unaltered watersheds and wetland systems are
s:ow to change from tr.e predictable seasonal trajectory. With even intense precipitation
eve:itsj we tar !eve!s ;-;iay ver/ slew!:/ rise, with a !ewer oeek, and the re!ease of water is alsc
senera!ly i;racua:L This :Jehavicr prcrr.otes s:able ar.C diverse ticlogicai systems. :t aiso
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The seasonal peak discharge from a largely unaltered landscape can be very high, not
unlike that contributed from an altered landscape. This occurs during high antecedent moisture
level periods, such as during spring runoff, or under frozen ground conditions.
These wetland types are supported by very shallow and diffuse overland flows of water
from uplands, ana by base flows of shailow ground' water. In many Midwestern U.S. Soil
types, during an average growing season, infiltration (base flow contribution) and evaporation of
water may comprise substantially greater percentage than surface water runoff.
Attachment 1 was prepared from a summary of years of data on wetland hydrological
performance in natural area quality wetlands In Midwestern United States. These statements
were prepared as design and as performance criteria for many hundreds of wetland restoration
projects in the same region.
DESCRIPTION OF WATER LEVEL DYNAMICS IN WETLANDS IN ALTERED LANDSCAPES
Wetlands in altered landscapes have relatively volatile water level dynamics. The
vegetation communities able to grow in these altered systems, including created wetlands, are
largely comprised of plant species able to survive unpredictable water level dynamics, the
deviation from the seasonal water level trajectory of high quality natural wetlands, and species
able to tolerate changes in sediment levels, water turbidity, and water chemistry. This usually
has increased erosion and decreased water quality associated with it; particuiarly where
cultivated soils occur, most altered landscapes create and experience a shift from shallow and
slow diffuse overland flows of runoff to expedient and increasingly concentrated flows of
surface waters. This altered flow causes the rivulets for example that develop between corn
rows which discharge into a wetland. Piped waters in urban and many agricultural areas also
expedite concentrate surface waters.
Water levels are more seasonally unpredictable, depth and flood duration levels are
generally very different in altered landscape, and wetlands compared with largely unaltered
watersheds. In urban and agricultural areas, virtually any high frequency storm mal{ result in a
quick "bounce" in wetland water levels in these wetlands, and the ancillary changes . i n water
quality and chemistry.
DEFINITION OF WATER LEVEL BOUNCE IN WETLANDS
Attachment 2 provides two drawings depicting general characteristics of water stage
(water level changes vs. time) over hypothetical average years for wetlands in largely unaltered
watersheds and wetlands in altered watersheds. Bounce is defined as a deviation in water level
seasonal dvnamics from the larcelv unaltered svstem hydrooraoh. Bounce explains. the more
frequent water level c:ianges, prolonged higher high levels and prolonged lower low levels and
a seasonal trajectory that is disrupted by volatile rather than a seasonal predictable lowering of
the hydrograph during mid-growing season for most Midwestern United s:ates (gramnoid)
dominated wetlands. Bounce has been documenteo to: 1 ). Contribute to shifts from diverse
native olant communities to communities comprised of monocultures or simple pclycultures of
Ground water is used in an ecological sense. not using the definition of a hydrologist, or geohydrologist.
These are waters that move laterally and vertically but remain withir. er just above or :r.imediately berow
(within several feet) '.r,e root zone of tne plants growing en the la°'d,
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species able to vegetatively propagate under inundated and unpredictable hydrological
conditions, and, 2). Contribute to elimination of ecotones and presence of multiple plant
communities, and, 3). Contribute to destabilized shoreline conditions, which can promote
invasion opportunities for weedy plant species, increase suspended solids and turbidity, and
aiter water chemistry conditions. Watersheds. in which included wetlands experience bounce,
suffer shifts in vegetation and wildlife species.
When a largely unaltered wetland in an appropriately sized watershed which contains
the typical upland to wetland gradients and ecotones, is altered (e.g. urbanized, or put into
agricultural row crop production) the developable or farmable ground is tilled or constructed.
The remaining wetland (if the wetland was retained) experiences "bounce" impacts.
Vegetation, within several years time, shifts to the tolerant species, including weedy species.
Wildlife richness usually decreases substantially for all species utilizing the upper end of the
gradient (upland, wet mesic prairie, wet prairie, sedge meadow. etc.) while at the same time
use by waterfowl and related groups of birds(and some other groups of organisms) may
increase. This increase. often, does not occur for long. In many sites, siltation, nutrient
enrichment, eutrophication, and contaminants (including deicing materials. herbicides, etc) may
begin to restrict wildlife use to ubiquitous species (e.g. mallard ducks, Canada geese, carp,
muskrat. etc.) rather than the compliment of species found in the unaltered areas.
Highly altered and dynamic wetlands may provide migratory waterfowl habitat, but poor
breeding habitat. This is especially so for those waterfowl species that nest in shorelines, or
close to the water's surface on vegetation mats, or in vegetation. Unstable water levels and
shoreline relationships, and ancillary changes including turbidity, plant die back and less
predictable water depths, create less than ideal conditions for many species of birds and other
organisms.
Attachment 3 provides an example where wetland ecology and water resource
management has been addressed with an ecological systems health focus to provide win-win
solutions in an urban landscape.
BOUNCE VERSUS WATER LEVEL REGULATION IN WETLANDS
Water level regulation that accomplishes stabilization at some normal pool elevation,
can result in the same or simiiar vegetation shifts as in wetlands experiencing bounce. Some
pools in wildlife refuges were for example managed for years with design normal levels, (e.g.
Horicon Marsh, WI, Agassiz Refuge, etc.) and have largely resulted in creation of the deeper
water end of the hydrologicai-vegetaticn gradient. Consequently, these types of systems
primarily support monocultures or polycultures of a few of the deeper water tolerant and
ocminant plant species (e,g. cattails, giant reed grass, reed canary grass, sand bar willow, river
bull rush, etc) not unlike what is found in wetlands experiencing a high degree of bounce. ln
fact many of these pools are located below large watersheds and have large uncontroilable
bounces that cccur regularly.
Regulation that does not allow dewatering seasonally or every few years will trend
toward the water stage traiecto:y of a wetland of a largely unaltered watershed will result in
wetlancs with these mono and polycuitures of just a few dominant species of piants. They may
r,ave very high productively rates fer certain groups of wildlife species including dabbling ducks,
anc may become regionally impor;ant for terns. herons and others. This is t:.e basis of the pool
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concept at wildlife refuges. However, at the same time, by not integrating the development of
the vegetation type continuum from upland to emergent wetland, the many species of the
ecotones, and the drier end of the gradient are neglected and generally not represented.
Diversions to store water within existing wetlands, especially those unaltered can cause
the same shifi3 in vegetation systems as associated with "bounce" and water level regulation.
Reduction in �,ant diversity, decline in ecotones. reduction in types of plant communities, and
shifts toward :"w diversity mono or polycultures are the documented changes throughout the
Midwestern United States.
Water storage is not simple. Many variables influence the nature of the impacts on
wetlands. Depth-duration, season with reference to phenology of plants and wildlife growth
cycle, nature of the surrounding plant communities and seed sources that may invade into
destabilized zone (prevalence of weedy seed sources cause a quick shift to weedy species),
and other variables as discussed above all influence the nature of the impacts.
Use of the wetland for water storage before the growing season has less impact than
during the growing season. The impact, however, is-minimized if stored water is released to
allow the growing season to begin approximately at the time as in an unaltered wetland, and
such that the water stage trajectory in the altered wetland used for water storage approximates
that of a regionally unaltered wetland.
WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATION IMPACTS TO WILDLIFE
Impacts to Birds
The following is a summary for wetland bounce impacts on wetland birds at Agassiz and
elsewhere based on observations and discussions with Jim Mattsson, Regional Refuge
Biologist forthe MNDNR and Weller (1982).
This subject is influenced by m;iny factors, including:

'

1.

The large diversity of species involved (e.g. ·ducks, geese. cranes, grebes, terns, rails,
bittens, sparrows, blackbirds). Each species has somewhat different life history and
habitat requirements and susceptibility to flooding, both because of their benavior and
the vegetation zone in which they typically build their nests.

2.

The vegetation zone (e.g. shallow wet meadow, deep emergent, open water) in which
a species nests or feeds. Species that nest on or near the ground in the upper wet
meadow zone (e.,;;. sedge wren. Leconte's sparrow. American bittern) are the least well
adapted to surviving rising water levels, even 1-3 inches. Species nesting over the
water in emergent vegetation (e.g. Canvasback, redhead) are better adapted to
withstand fluctuations of several inches. Certain grebes and terns �hat nest in floating
debris in rather open water situations are best adapted ano capable of withstanding
water level bounces of one foot or mere. Each cf these species, however, is limited ir:
tolerance by tr.e factcrs 3-5 below.

3.

The rate at which water levels rise (or recede) is critical to a species ability to react to a
pertwrbatior:. Many aquatically adapted birds will attempt to reinforce nest bowls tc stay
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ahead of rising water levels. A gradual rise of 1-4 inches over a period of 2-3 days may
result in relatively low nest failure for most over-water nesting species. However, the
same i-4 inch rise during a 12 hour (or less) interval will likely result in high losses. I
have seen a canvasback nest survive a 12-inch increase in water level that occurred
gradually over a one-week period. This was exceptional. but points out the range of
capability by some species based on the conditions of the flooding event. On the other
hand, grebe nests often survive bounces that result in near total loss to other species
that anchor their nests solidly to vegetation.
4.

The duration of a flood event probably affects the survival rate as well, although this is
not well understood. A rise of a few inches that lasts for a portion of a day likely causes
less extensive failure than a similar depth flood that lasts far several days.

5.

The stage of nesting may influence a particular species tolerance of fluctuating water
levels. Generally, tolerance increases as the effort of investment increases, that is,
abandonment is greatest during the pre-laying (nest building) stage, and least during the
late incubation stage (this is true of most birds for all types of disturbance, not just water
level fluctuation). The overall effect on nest success depends on the particular species.
as some species are more likely than others to attempt renesting one or more times
(e.g. mallards renest 4-5 time. whereas Canada geese usually do not attempt renesting)
as conditions improve.

Whenever feasible, wetland restorations be designed so that approximately 40-60
percent of the basin contain between 18-24 inches of water in a "normal" year. These depths
should permit basins to range from becoming totally dry during drought years to deep-flooded
during abnormally wet years, thus mimicking nature cycles found in natural wetlands in the mid
continent region. Such depths also provide a desired ratio of open water to emergent
vegetation, a condition that generally maximizes wildlife values in prairie wetlands.
The location of restorations within a watershed dictates the capabilities for restoring or
establishing wetlands. This can impact design and achievable multiple benefit goals. For
example in the upper reaches of a watershed one can generally re-establish a naturally
functioning wetland without a controlled outlet at lower cost with little long term maintenance
needs and achieve multiple benefits; while wetlands lower in a watershed have less controllable
water levels.
IMPACTS TO MAMMALS, REPTILES, AND AMPHIBIANS
As with birds. impacts cf water level fiuctuations en these other vertebrate species is
variable. Some species such as deer, coyote or other larger mammals experience little direct
mortality while other small mammals and other groups of organisms, (e.g. voles, mice, reptiles,
etc) a,e poorly adap:ed to flooding er water level fluctuation. Indirect morta:ity and population
shifts oc::;ur from habitat loss or change, loss of food base, and other subtle impacts. Most
smal:er species have a proportionately smaller home range they are dependant on for survival.
Species rer.1aining on the Red river landscape have evolved through time with specific
aC:aptaiions to climate. food anC: reproduction needs to sustain in tr.e prairie settir.g ar,d
naturally occurring wetlands and wetland complexes. Highly fluctuating water levels were
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uncommon in nature and thus few species are adapted to the events associated with rapidly
changing water levels, high silt environments, and chemical content now common.
Water level fluctuation impacts these groups of organisms as follows:
1. DIVERSITY: The greatest numbers of different species ( or diversity) would be greatest in
areas with normal seasonal water level fluctuations. Fewer species occur in areas with highly
variable water levels. Escape cover can be reduced in areas with highly fluctuating water levels.
Also, survival via unique winter adaptations such as hibernation, aestivation, and living in dens,
banks, under ice, is usually enhanced by stable water levels.
2. VEGETATION: Impacts vary with the life dependant needs of the species. Muskrats which
need aquatic vegetation for food and cover while other species such as fox use it as escape
cover and a source of prey. Cover by vegetation in wetlands is extremely important to many
species and the nature or presence and availability of this cover changes in environments with
fluctuating water levels, Mobile species that move across the landscape, need the cover and
foraging opportunities provided on the landscape by wetlands, and wetland vegetation margins
with uplands. Both are changed or diminished in wetlands which exhibit bounce impacts.
3. BREEDING SEASON SUCCESS: Many wetland species including most frogs, salamanders,
and toads, ( and the myriad of macro-invertebrates of wetlands) dependant on predictable
water level dynamics, predictable water temperature regiments, and predictable water quality.
Systems with fluctuations in these general variables show reduced success in breeding and
survival by these groups of organisms. In addition to changing water level, temperatures of
water vary, and usually turbidity and other water quality changes also co-occur.
ACCEPTABLE BOUNCE
During the growing season, both the creation and restoration of diverse wetlands, and
maintenance of wetland vegetation diversity and structure can be_ negatively impacted if water
levels increase 2 feet or more and remain up for a period greater than 7?. hours. Inundation by
clear (low turbidity) water can be survived for a slightly longer period. If water is turbid,
submergence of vegetation for longer than 3 days can be very deleterious.
In wetlands not managed with a biodiversity focus, water level bounce during the
growing season is less of an issue. These types of wetlands are usually dominated by plant
species that can tolerate and actually prosper under poorer water quality conditions, and
conditions of deeper and longer periods of inundation.
High quality diverse wetlands can tolerate-infrequent deeper inundation's without lasting
deleterious impacts. Rare events occur in nature and natural systems are adapted to endure,
though with some changes, these events.
Discussions among the Technical Advisory Committee members reviewed ecological
and hydrological considerations related to water level bounce in wetlands. i't was decided that
spring (pre-growing season) floods have little impact on wetlands, especially ii minimal
suspended solids and water chemistry problems are associated with floodwaters. The primary
flood of concern for wetland ecological system health and biodiversity occurs during the
growing season. Growing season floods have the potential for having the greatest impact. The
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following wetland design criteria were designed to promote wetland biodiversity and provide
some level of water management for growing season flood events.
Summer storm event

Drawdown period

100 yr
10 yr
2 yr

90% in 14 days
90% in 1 O days
90% in 3-5 days

Bounce (ft)
>2'
2'
<1.5'

DESIGN OF FLOOD STORAGE WETLANDS

Wetlands can be designed to manage stormwater and provide other multi-benefits.
Wetlands designed specifically for stormwater management and those designed to emulate
wetlands in largely unaltered landscapes can be designed and successfully constructed. A
series of variables need to be clearly understood and measured and integrated with the design
goals to achieve successful wetland projects.
During the wetland design process, basic information is needed. This includes good
topographic data, surface and shallow subsurface soil characterization and boring data,
analysis of soil-seed bank viability and integrity, noxious/exotic plant and animal management
needs, tributary area land cover types (and land-uses) and area, and an understanding of site
cleanliness (e.g. contaminants, fertilizers, deicing materials, highway runoff likelihood}, and
likely delivery rate and nature of sediment.
For created wetlands, this basic information is used to design grading plans, hydrologic
perfon:nance relations, and construction drawings and specifications.
Key design variables include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Water depth
Water stage duration.
Surface and ground water quality
Landscape context
Vegetation types created
. Water entry angle (slope)
Erosion and sedimentation control
Water delivery rate and predictability
Water management
Recreational, cultural and educational user
Shape
Costs

- The following table identifies how these variables could be exercised differently to
achieve the goals typical of a stormwater wetland verses a high quality wetland restoration
proiect.
. .
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Design Variables
Water Depth

1.

2.

i
: Water Stage Duration

3.

I
!

:

l

4.

: landscape Context

5.

Vegetation Types
Created

6.

I1 7.

I Water Entry Angle cf
Shoreline
Erosion and
Sedimentation Control

8.
I

i

Water Quality

I

Natural Area Wetland
Restoration
Designed to achieve
Design with average water
appropriate depth duration
level and maximum
1
I and predictable seasonal
I
hydrooraph
Designed to gradually release
Designed to dewater quickly
and emphasize evaporative
or controlled to release
and infiltration losses. Usually
surface waters at a desired
time. large weirs, drop inlets small diameter dossier valve
outlets, or no outlets and emergency spill ways.
passive overland flow,
Usually regulatable outlet.
supported design. Often
discharge into agricultural
tiles.
Designed to receive only
May provide an improvement
but quality of entry water not
highly quality entry water.
important in desicm
Designed in urban,
Designed in protected,
agricultural, commercial and
buffered watersheds where
residential areas.
urban, agricultural,
commercial, residential
impacts are minimal.
Three zones created:
12• zones and ecotones
Shorelines, and usually open
created: Upland buffers
water and emergent zones of (prairies. savannas, etc.)
cattail, Phragmites. reed
grade to wet mesic, prairie,
canary grass, sandbar willow
wet prairies, sedge IT,eadows,
or river bulrush, miner or no
several types of emergent
ecotones developed.
communities, and aquatic
system. Ecotc;mes are
created between each type.
Usually plantings in each zone
to be created: Often a total of
70-150 native plant species
seeds and oluas are used.
Usually 20: 1-80: 1
[ Usually 2.5:1-6:1

.
Water Deliver Rate and i
Predictability
.
i
\

Stormwater Wetland

•

Erosion control plantings ar:d I Erosion control cover crops
grass, clover plantings en
i are mixed with native seed
berms.
i durinc olantino .
Surface and shallow ground
Surface water source
water maintained. Designed
maintained hydrology.
Designed to capture ar:d hoid to capture spring runoff · '.d
,:-ien supported primariiy oy
surface stormwater runoff.
base flow thereafter.
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Design Variables
Water Managemer.t

I 9.

I

.

10.

Recreational Cultural,
Educational Uses

I

i

11.

I Shape

12.

Costs
I.
Desiqn
A.
Base Data Collection
(tooo, soils. hvdroloovl
B.
Design and
1 Enoineerina
, 11.
I lmolementation
C. Lavout and Gradlno
D. Upland Cover
Croes/Erosion Control
I E. Cor.trol Structures
F.
Native species
\
Plantinos
G. I Short-term
Management
Long-term
Management

H.
I.

I

Land

Natural Area Wetland
Restoration
I Management is focused
Usually just water release
management. If managed for ' initially on weed reduction,
, wildlife (waterfowl} a specified noxious weed reduction and
specific management
focus is to stabilize water
strategies to favor goals of
levels during nesting and
through fledging period. Little planting plans. Prescribed
or no vegetation management burning is usually part of the
program.
except focused on noxious
weeds, such as mowing of
thistles on berms, or purple
loosestrife is done. Burn
'
management may also be
part of this latter orooram.
Designed with integrated
Designed with over loads,
occasional limited board walks trails, board walks. integrated
slgnage, canoe trails. Focus
and sometimes with boat
on relationship between
access. Focus on waterfowl.
ecological system elements,
hlstorv, etc.
Generally geometric shape,
Irregular shaped, generally
square. rectanoular
, follows lav of the !and.
Stormwater Wetland

I

Water quality monitoring
vegetation management
(3 crew days & backhoe/yr.manaoement)
Vegetation maintenance
leasing ( seed in 20 years)
1 crew dav & backhoe. misc.
Usually includes lower value
I
ano orevailina value uplands.

Usually cheapest, most flood
. orone and ooor soils.

Attachment t. is an excerpt from previous studies which provides a brief literature review
summary of factors affecting the success of wetland restorations.
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HYDROLOGICAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR VEGETATION TYPES TO BE
RESTORED AT FAIR OAKS FARM
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HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS DcS!RED FOR EACH PLANTING ZONE AT FAIR OAKS FARM
For each of the planting zones identified on the concept plans, a target stage-duration
relationship is desired for surface waters. The following identifies the target relationships for
purposes of modeling.
TARGET HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE FOR VEGETATION ZONES
1.

Emergent Zones: All emergent zones shall have standing water of 6 inch to
approximate 2 foot depth for the period Late Fall or starting March through Late June
early July on average annually. After Late June-early July, water levels should be only
several inches deep or the surface should dry down. Piezometric surface should be
within 6-12 inches below surface elevation throughout the growing season.

2.

Sedge Meadow: All sedge meadow zones shall have standing water of 2-1 O inch depth
through early June and then water depths of 2-4 inches through Mid-June with dry down
by early to Mid-July. Piezometrlc surface should be with 6 inches of surface elevation in
this zone during the balance of the average growing season.

3.

Wet Prairie: All wet prairie zones shall have standing water of 2-6 Inches depth through
early May and have saturated surface conditions through Mid June annually.
Piezometric surface should be within upper 12 inches of soil through balance of the
growing season.

4.

Mesic Prairie: All mesic prairie zones can be inundated with several inches of water
through early - Mid April annually but thereafter, only saturated through Mid - Late April.
Piezometric surface should be between 12-36 inches through the balance of the
growing season.

5.

Savanna and Dry Prairie: These systems should never be inundated and annually
through Mid March Piezometric should be within 6-12 inches of ground surface
elevation. Thereafter, Piezometric surface shall be greater than 36 hours below ground
surface elevation.
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ATTACHMENT 2
EXAMPLE OF ANNUAL HYDROGRAPHS FOR FLOOD MANAGEMENT
WETLAND AND FOR NATURAL AREA QUALITY WETLANDS

Annual Watc:J;' Stage Fluctu3tions and Normal Avc:r:igc Wattt Levels for Restored Wetlands.
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Abstract
Studies of the Des Plaines River provide evidence that many
existing streams did not have conspicuous channels and were not
identified during presettlernent times (prior to 1830s in the
Midwestern U.S.) (Apfelbaum 1995}. Many currently identified first-,
second-, and third-order streams were identified as vegetated swales,
wetlands, wet prairies, and swamps in the original land survey
records of the U. S. General Land office. A review ot historic data
indicates increases in discharge during low, median, and high flows
since settlement. The modern channels formed inqdvertently or were
created to drain land for development and agricultural uses. Current
discharges may be 200- to 400-times greater than. historic levels,
based on data from 1 888 to the present for the Des Plaines River in
Illinois.
Land development has resulted in a change from diffuse
overland flows to increased runoff, concentrated flows, and
significantly reduced lag time. The opportunity to emulate historic
stormwater behavior exists through.integration of natural ecosystems
in urban and agricultural landscapes. Soiutions that are easier to
maintain, less expensive, more attractive, and offer other benefits as
compared to many conventional stormwater management solutions
are now available.

'Acplied Ecological Services. Inc., 1792i Smith Road, P.O. Box 256,
B;odhead. VVisconsir. 53520-0256
Apfelbaum et a!.
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Introduction
Both now and historically, wetlands have played an important
role in maintenance of regional water balances. They also contribute
to other very important local, regional, national and global levels of
performance of stormwater and floodwater management.
Historic evidence from major streams and river systems in the
central United States suggests that they have changed substantially.
It is important to understand i:he magnitude of these changes in
rivers, wetlands, and their_ tributary upland ecosystems to
comprehend the change in hydrology and hydraulics these systems
have undergone. Future engineering approaches to stormwater
management, even in highly urbanized environments with limited
open space, could benefit greatly utilizing restored ecological
systems (e.g. prairies, wetlands, forests, etc.) for creative and cost
effective solutions. These ecological systems perhaps better
address flood management and stormwater, and provide a series of
secondary benefits (e.g. increased wildlife habitat, increased
biodiversity, water quality enhancement, and additional open space}
that may not be provided by .conventional approaches to stormwater
management design.
Historic Hvdrologic Svstem Functions
If rivers are indicators of watershed change, then a review of
how the hydrology of rivers has changed should be useful. This
understanding indicates the magnitude of the- changes that may be
addressed by thinking about ·wetlands, prairies, and other landscape
elements of ecological systems as functional levels in water
resources management.
Studies of the Des Plaines River have identified regional
(watershed) hydraulic and hydrologic changes associated with
development from initial land c!earing associated with farming to
present day urban development. Over 90% bf the historic native
vegetation in the Des Plaines River watershed including wetland,
prairie, savanna and forest systems has been lost or severely
degraded. This has resulted in increased water runoff and sediment
loads; lessened stream geometry stability; decreased stream system
functions; deteriorated water quality; lessened nver habitat: and
decreasing human qualitY of life opportunities.
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What opportunities exist in urban and rural areas for
reestablishing some percentage of the historic wetlands, prairies and
forests? What benefits might be realized? \Vhat are the associated
costs? Are there other benefits besides water quality and flood
management that might offset potential costs? These questions are
all fundamental to ask when trying to understand the potential
opportunities for incorporating natural systems and water resources.
A series of residential and commercial projects have been constructed
that have begun to answer these questions. Owners of these
projects have decided that the benefits of restored prairies and
wetlands are greater than the costs.
The Prairie Crossing Project
Typical urban development causes increased stormwater r.unoff
rates and volumes, and an increased runoff of contaminants
associated with developed land use. Contaminants include
sediments, heavy metals, fertilizers, de-icing materials, and many
other chemical constituents. Typical residential developments
maximize building density and incorporate open space into individual
lots. Public open space is only provided where required by ordinance
for use as parks or for stormwater management purposes.
Stormwater management for urban development is typically
concerned only with minimizing onsite and downstream flooding, and
other nuisance aspects of stormwater runoff. Consequently, most
urban stormwater systems consist of storm sewers to convey runoff,
a detention basin, and an outlet structure to control stormwater,
release rates.
The Prairie Crossing project, a large residential development in
Lake County, Illinois, has taken a series of measures to reduce
stormwater runoff rates, volumes, and pollutant loading {Apfelbaum
et al. 1 996). These measures include integrating source controls and
large-scale restored landscapes into the development as a major
element of the stormwater management system. The stormwater
management system consists of upland prairie biofiltration, natural
open swale conveyance systems, wetlands, and a lake. In
combination. these increase lag time. increase opportunities for
pollutant removal through settling and biofiltration, and reduce the
rate and volume of runoff throuah enhanced infiltration opportunities.
Prior to developr:ient, the site was farmed under an annual crop
rotation; soils were modified by drainage improvements, including an
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extensive tile system, and the native biological communities were
eliminated,
The Prairie Crossing project includes a high-density "village
center" and an outer area of cluster homes. Open space is being
restored to the prairie, wetland, wet prairie, and savanna
communities historically found on the site. This restored landscape
provides a unique living environment for the residents of Prairie
Crossing. An additional 150 acres of agricultural lands are integrated
into the development· to protect the rural agricultural landscapes of
the area.
Stormwater Management "Treatment Train System"
The open space in the Prairie Crossing project was planned to
provide stormwater management for the project. The stormwater
system has been designed as a treatment train with components that
contribute in sequence to treat water before it leaves the site (Figure
1). Stormwater runoff from residential areas outside the village
center is routed into open conveyance swales planted with native
prairie and wetland vegetation, rather than storm sewers. The
swales provide initial stormwater treatment, primarily infiltration and
sedimentation. The prairies are the second component of the
treatment train. Prairies diffuse the flows convey.ed by the swales.
The lessened stormwater velocities maximize the prairie's
sedimentation potential. Additionally, the natural sorption sites
produced by the prairie soils will hold many contaminants. The
aerobic condition of ;the soil will also promote hydrocarbon
breakdown. The prairies are expected to infiltrate a substantial
portion of the annual surface runoff volume due to their porous soils
resulting from very deep root systems of the prairie vegetation.
Wetlands provide both stormwater detention and biological treatment
prior to runoff entering the lake, which provides stormwater
detention, further solids settling, and biological treatment. The
components of this stormwater treatment train management system
were designed to treat the stormwater runoff and reduce the
stormwater runoff peaks and volumes.
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Figure 1. Functioning elements of the Stormwater Treatment Train
and the anticipated general stormwater management and water
quality benefits in each element {Apfelbaum et al.).
Conclusions
The Prairie Crossing development is unique in northeastern
Illinois and probably most other parts of the country.· Hewever, it
utilizes cluster development and stormwater best management
practices that are not unique; it combines these elements into a
management system that minimizes the need for storrnwater
structures, enhances the living environment, and minimizes the
negative impacts of urban development. Based on published BMP
effectiveness information and hydrologic modeling, the Prairie
Crossing development is expected to reduce surface runoff volumes
by 65% and reduce solids, nutrients. and heavy metals loads by 85%
to 100%. Source controls will minimize the impacts of the
development even further. The result not only reduces costs to the
developer, but also reduces maintenance costs for the community.
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Wetlands and prairies can provide years of essentially free
service, but at a great cost if mismanaged. To maintain higher
quality, desirable wetlands, stormwater supplied to these systems
should be higher quality, and the delivery should be somewhat
predictable. What this may require is pretreatment of water in
systems likely to experience extremes. Not ail wetlands are equal
from the perspective of biodiversity, wildlife habitat, water quality
cleansing, human-use, and aesthetic perspectives. Using wetlands
for water quality management can compromise the opportunity far
conservation of high quality wetlands. However,· this should not
discount their importance and feasibility for use in water resource
management. It simply means that the engineer needs to work
closely with other disciplines to present accurate and adequate
information far decisions makers. In conclusion, an ecological
system approach, not only a focus on the importance and use of
wetlands in stormwater management, is an important future direction
for water resources management.
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From: Apfelbaum. S. 1991
EVALUATION OF THE CONDITION AND POTENTIAL FOR RESTORATION SUCCESS
IN
THE MITIGATION WETLANDS CREATED BY THE ILLINOIS STATE TOLLWAY HIGHWAY
AUTHORITY. UNPUBLISHED REPORT TO ILLINOIS STATE TOLLWAY HIGHWAY
AUTHORITY. 131 PAGES AND APPENDICIES

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL LITERATURE
Wetland creation is a relatively new endeavor. Recent technical literature has
ntified many problems with this process from design through implementation of
ated wetlands. Like any new discipline, much is to be gained to understand problems
j effect improvements through all tasks associated with wetland mitigation programs:
;ign, engineering, including grading design, construction methods, operating
-nptions used ·in understanding and design of hydrology and hydrauiics, and
Jttions with the total created ecological system.
Many research papers have attempted to review problems and potential for
;:irovement of wetland mitigation projects (Bouie, 1988; D'Avanzo 1989; Erwin 1989;

Garbisch 1989; Kusier and Kentula 1989; Lake Michigan Federation i 991; Larson and
Apfelbaum 1991; Madsen 1988; O'Donnell 1988; Owen 1990; Weller 1989; Zedler
1988, and others; See Bibliography!. Several most recent reports have summarized the
maior issues for creation of successful wetland mitigation programs (Eggers, unpublished
report 1 991; Jarman, Dobberteen, Windmiller and Lelito 1991; Roseboom and et al.
1991; Schneller-McDonald et al 1990).
The major issues and conclusions identified in these papers, include the, following:
1 .2.1 Wetland mitigation � creation is fill exceedingly complex undertaking. A great
number of variables must be taken into consideration during the entire process
from planning through implementation of a program. All mitigation proiects should
at best be considered as experimentation.
1.2.2 To the extent possible, mitiaation wetlands should be isolated from disturbances
that contribute 1Q the ru.@Y of operational variables and 1Q the dvnamics cf these
variables. Many authors suggested that mitigation wetlands should be isolated
from highways, residential developments, etc. "In mitigation projects, the mere
things left to chance, the higher the probability of things going wrong."
1 .2.3 The most successful mitiaation wetlands usuallv � located adiacent to existing
wetland systems. This i::rovided for an understanding of the existing relationship
between the many potential variables and the existing wetland.

ring
1 ,2.4 Most wetland mitigation programs do not adequately include monito
needed to
throughout the project. This. results in the loss of critical information _
or the pro1ect.
assess the mitigation project's development during the construction
monitoring,
Authors have suggested that without baseline data, and subsequent
Many
that problems thought to exist can only be addressed through speculation.
on
projects that do include monitoring use inept methods of analysis and focus
the
parameters tor measurement that may be inappropriate for understanding
success or failure of wetland mitigation projects. An ecological systems
understanding is required to address problems with mitigation wetlands.
1.2.5 The most important components of successful mitigation projects have included:
: si�ection and opportunity for maintenance of wetland hydrology and high
water quality.
• clear, decisive and reaiistic goals .
• Design (including adequate engineering drawings, technical criteria and
assumptions).
- Pre- and post-construction meetings and continuous communication.
- Site preparation (e.g., topdressing, methods for reducing compaction, etc.)
- Monitoring and baseline studies .
. Mid-course corrections to refine program .
. Protection in perpetuitY .
. 2. 6 D!;:termine the baseline conditions of the wetlands to be lost and use this data w_
gesign � for what constitutes success of mitigation wetlands. Many wetland
mitigation projects have failed because they have attempted to create wetland
types or vegetation plantings that would rypically not be found in highly disturbed
urban environments. Baseline data on prevailing conditions of existing wetlands in
an urban enviror:ment is essential for defining mitigation success, and it is needed
· to set reasonable expectations for what plants might grow best and what
vegetation communities might be c,eated.
; , 2. 7 Poor erasion control and sedimentation problems have hampered establishment of
· many wetland plants. An essential part of successful mitigation projects is a
program of erosion control on adjacent uplands and reduction of suspended solids
from other tributary areas.
t. 2.S Control cf urban wildlife directly, Q!'. £! least ·protection of planted stock in
mitioation proiects is. usuallv necessarv. In projects with relatively large open
bodies ot water, especially water bodies maintained open during winter by flow,
an increasing problem with urban geese has been found over the U.S. A recent
trend in increased overwintering behavior by these birds in north temperate areas,
contribute to poor growth of the plantings. Goose. fecal material enrichment
which favors some plants at the exclusion ot others, and goose trampling and
browsing of seedlings and other plants can be very damaging and stifle the
revegetation efforts.

. 9 � success for establishing emergent plant species has been found !Q be �
dependant Q!1 the shear strength of substrates, Heavily compacted, and
excessively loose sediments (especially flocculent•like recent deposits) were not

easily established (even if protected from goose herbivory) with emergent plants.
:.1 Qin urban wetlands. direct results of silt burial. and turbidity in the water column
reduce success of planted seeds and plants.
, 11 In 3!!!. studies. the importance of matching hydrology with vegetation design was
stressed. Wetland piantings predictably failed because of poorly understood
hydraulics/hydrology independent of all other potential sources of failure. Actual
field monitoring and baseline data have been essential to the success of most
projects.
2.121nadeguate topsoils and use of fill upland soil for topdressing have affected the
success and rate of success of wetland mitigation proiects. Where draughty
subsoils were present and inadequate topsoil was used, mortality of desirable
plants predictably occurred during periods of drought.
, 2.13 Problems with competitive weedy vegetation have hampered success of many
mitiga1ion proiects. An inability to adequately prescribe management that is
essential to the control of undesirable competitive vegetation has been identified in
other studies.
,2. 14 Relationships between 2 wetland mitigation site and adiacent .Qi upstream sources
of undesirable seed and plant propagules has been imoortant in

m projects.

Invasion of wetlands by such undesirable. plants as purple loosestrife and reed
canary grass from adjacent sources must be considered.
1.2. 15The nature of the soil seed bank is Y.filY important and greatly influences the
success .Qf wetland mitigation projects. The desirable and undesirable species of
plants that originate from seed bank sources should be considered early in design
for a project.
1.2. 1 6 Contaminants from urban � and hlahways have been cited as YfilY
problematic. These unwanted contaminants greatly affect the overall performance
of a wetland mitigation project. Roadway runoff contains high levels of soluble
salts. Toxiciw of individual salt ions in laboratory studies. and in field experiments
in saline, alkaline; or scdic agricultural setting have cleariy demonstrated that salt
:oading problems are very detrimental to most native and agronomic vegetation. A
variety of costly methods of alleviating loaded salts through soii leaching and
competitive replacement of soil exchange sites with low toxicity cations (Calcium
and Magnesium) has also been demonstrated to reduce salt toxicity {Western
ferti!izer handbook 1975).
; . 2.1 7 Hioh levels of road contaminants including deicing salts have been found to not
onlv reduce the potential f.!lr establishment l:u: wetland plants. but also have been
found to cause A sianificant zone cf bialoaical deterioration in wetiands adiacent !9.
highways {Ludwia. Ludwia and Apfelbaum: Aopendix fil. Significant depression of
oiological diversitv of emergent and submerged rooted aquatic plants. invertebrates
and fishes and other acuaiic vertebrates (inc!uding waterfowl) was founa for
significant distance of 300 meters perpendicular to a Michigan Highway 29 that
IMht"'lc M::ire:h I ::tkP St. C!air.
north of Detroit, rvn.

d mitigation projects.
1 .2.1 8 The vicissitudes of the weather has creatlv affected wetlan
meteorologic
The overall success of mitigation wetlands is affected by prevailing
conditions.
fill important but !JQ
1 .2. 19 Soil compaction and grading methods have been suggested
t of
examoles of definite relationships between these factors and establishmen
wetland vegetation in mitigation projects have been provided.
1.2.2" rhere has been� misconception that wetlands provide biofiltration of
contaminants including sediment loads, as J1 natural part of ll wetland process.
Current research suggests not only does this contamination load greatly affect
wetland functions. and the potential for establishment of more conservative and
desirable native vegetation (or at least diverse native vegetation), but some
contaminants are not held for prolonged periods of time in a wetland. Thus.
incorporation at mitigation wetlands for the assumed biofiltration function, reduces
the effectiveness of the mitigation wetland to achieve a biologically diverse
wetland complex. Mass loss of contaminants, previously thought to be retained,
suggests that this is an inappropriate design concept for wetlands for which a
higher quality vegetation is planned. Mass wasting of contaminants from natural
wetlands that have been used for biofiltration purposes suggests that the ability of
wetlands to filter and retain contaminants may be of a shorter-term than
previously· thought (Appendix 5l. It is thus mutually exclusive to be able to create
a high quality wetland if biofi!tration is a part of the plan for a wetland.
1 .2.21 Alluded 1Q. but no; directly addressed in the literature is the fact that
mitigation wetlands fil designed Q.Y Q.D.!l. entitv and installed bv another. Clearly

m

and decisively stated in the literatures is the need for communication between
these two groups very earlv. in the wetland mitigation planning process. Failures
have been· identified to result from the often strictly conceptual approach of the
design group and fundamental differences with the reality experienced during
wetland installation on a particu!ar project. When planting contractors are
involved early in the design process a better understanding of the process has
occurred in projects.

